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2019 
Sport Partner Application
Executive Summary 
Repsol Sport Centre’s (RSC) Sport Partner program was created to support clubs that share the same passion for training and 
competition along Canada’s Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD) Model. The Sport Partner program is based on a rewards 
system that values the investment that all partners make in the development of their athletes. 

Repsol Sport Centre has, in the past, asked its Sport Partners to deliver the highest quality sport service to their athletes 
so they can COMPETE, TRAIN and PLAY safely. To ensure that premise remains uncompromised, due to changes in the Club 
Excellence infrastructure, and based on some of the feedback we received from our Sport Partners, RSC is adjusting the Sport 
Partner application. While much of the application remains the same, we are introducing and embedding additional assurance 
criteria, to ensure that those groups competing at the highest levels can demonstrate that they are continuing to uphold the 
highest standards. The outcomes of the revised application include, but are not limited to:

} Improved regulation for those using RSC’s facilities.
} Demonstration of adherence to Quality Sport and Club Excellence criteria.
} Fairness in determining if any priority will be applied to space allocation in RSC.
} Additional benefits for clubs that achieve COMPETE level.

Previous Sport Partner applications allowed applicants to self-select and communicate to Repsol Sport Centre that they were 
meeting the required standard. Repsol Sport Centre is enhancing its Sport Partner application process to ensure that there are 
checks and balances in place that enable RSC to assess and determine, through the provision of documentation, whether an 
application meets the desired criteria. 

Club Excellence and Quality Sport have been leading the way in defining quality benchmarks that clubs and sports groups 
must meet.  You will note that RSC has aligned the majority of the criteria within the questionnaire to Club Excellence Affiliate 
and Level 1 certifications, and the Quality Sport criteria. We would encourage you to retain your Club Excellence submissions 
on file, to help expedite this application process. 

One noticeable benefit introduced in 2018 was the eligibility for COMPETE partners to be able to take advantage of the 
availability of non-peak aquatics rate (Mon-Fri 9am-2pm) lane space.  Compete partners will be able to book aquatics lane 
space at a rate of 50% off their normal COMPETE rate for their athletes who are recognized by Sport Canada, and/or the 
Canadian Sport Institute, and who have represented Canada nationally. We appreciate that pool time is at a premium and so 
would prefer that the space was available to our athletes, than it was not utilized at all. 

New in 2019, we are amending the previous application process whereby all Sport Partners will submit a complete re-
application on a quadrennial basis (2018-2022) although space allocation will remain the same as in 2018. Instead, Sport 
Partners will be subject to annual audits to ensure they are continuing to maintain the required standards during that 4-year 
cycle. 

The final change to 2018’s application process is the introduction on a seasonal rewards-based incentive program, effective on 
a trial basis from March 2019 to September 2020, which is designed to reward Sport Partners whose athletes, staff, and 
officials can maintain the expected standards of behavior, adherence to policy and conduct that Repsol Sport Centre expects 
of all its users. 
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Introduction
Repsol Sport Centre’s (RSC) Partner Criteria has been created in alignment with our Dual Mandate, Mission, Vision and 
Values. This document supersedes all previous Sport Partner applications, and outlines and explains:

} Our Dual Mandate, RSC Mission, Vision, and Values
} Repsol Sport Centre Code of Conduct

� Rules and Regulations
� Good Standing with Repsol Sport Centre

} The Application Process
� Aspiring Sport Partners
� Club Excellence 

} Sport Partner Criteria Guiding Principles
} Sport Partner Benefits
} Appendix 1: The Sport Partner Application Form
} Appendix 2: Club Excellence Checklist – Affiliate
} Appendix 2: Club Excellence Checklist – Level 1

For the purposes of this document, the term ‘Sport Group’ will refer to any group, club, or organization that applies under 
 this process.  

Dual Mandate
Repsol Sport Centre has a unique dual mandate that addresses the needs of a full spectrum of audiences, from high 
performance and developmental athletes to fitness enthusiasts to people just learning about the benefits of healthy lifestyles 
for the first time. Our dual mandate is:

} To provide training and competition facilities and services for the development of Calgary’s high performance athletes 
in their respective dryland and aquatic sports.

} To provide facilities, programs and services for the wellness and recreational sporting needs of the citizens of Calgary.

Mission
Passionate about sport and people.

Vision
Repsol Sport Centre is a world class sport and fitness facility that inspires individuals and teams to achieve their goals and 
dreams through innovation, expertise and passion.

Values
1. Safety – Creating a safe environment is our number one priority. It is beyond compromise and we are responsible to 

ensure everyone is protected. 

2. Legendary Service – The strength of our team, and respect we show for each other, empowers Repsol Sport Centre 
employees to continually exceed expectations of our customers and create meaningful and unique experiences, 
setting us appear from the competition.

3. Excellence – A journey of fulfillment of the organization's strategic goals, continually raising the bar in all respects of 
our business operations to create new competitive advantages. 

4. Innovation – Bold thinking that challenges, changes, and enhances the organization. 
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Repsol Sport Centre's Code of Conduct
The following section outlines clearly Repsol Sport Centre’s Rules and regulations and the age restrictions imposed by  
the facility.

Rules and Regulations
	 }  For your own protection and future use of our facility, DO NOT share your Access Card or barcode number. Sharing of  
  ACCESS CARDS or BARCODES may result in immediate suspension of facility access. 
	 }  Repsol Sport Centre is not responsible for lost, damaged, or stolen property.
	 }  Food is not permitted in the following spaces: track, pools, gyms, studios, High  
  Performance Training spaces, and the Fitness Centre.
	 }  Treat all employees and other Repsol Sport Centre Sport Partners and members, including the Repsol Sport Centre  
  facilities, with respect at all times.
	 }  Inappropriate language or behavior will not be tolerated and will have serious consequences on your ability to continue  
  using the facilities. 
	 }  The facility is under 24-hour video surveillance.
	 }  Obtain permission prior to capturing any images within the facility.
	 }  No solicitation.
	 }  Cell phones and camera enabled devices are prohibited in locker rooms.
	 }  Repsol Sport Centre does not permit outside personal trainers to be able to work within the facility for liability and legal  
  purposes. If you wish to facilitate the service of a personal trainer, within the confines of the building, it must be with  
  one of our highly qualified and certified trainers, pertaining to your own industry standards.
	 }  Aquatic coaches are the only ones permitted to use the deck door access.

Age Restrictions
Facility
	 }  Children aged 9 years of age and under must be accompanied at all times by an adult. 
	 }  Children over 6 years of age must use locker room that they identify with or the family change rooms. 

Fitness Centre
	 }  No children under 13 years of age are allowed in the Fitness Centre.
	 }  Children under 13-15 must be accompanied by an adult. One adult may not supervise more than two children.

Pools
	 }  Children 9 years of age and under must be accompanied by an adult within arm’s reach. 

Any names provided within this application process will be treated as confidential information.
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Rewards System for Sport Groups
Repsol Sport Centre expects that all its users will behave in a safe and respectful way within its policies and procedures to 
ensure and create a safe, operational sport environment for all. Occasionally, there are deliberate infringements of the rules and 
policies, with resulting behaviours exceeding the accepted norms. 

History and data would suggest that in spite of best endeavours on behalf of the Repsol Sport Centre staff through dialogue 
and consultation to ask users to adhere to the policies and procedures, there are individuals within groups that consider it 
the norm to disregard the policies. Appreciative that these individuals may represent the minority, they do jeopardize the 
experience for other users and, sometimes, the safety and wellbeing of employees within the facility. Rather than penalizing 
the masses due to the behaviours of the few, Repsol Sport Centre would prefer to reward good behavior. Therefore, for the 
2018-19 season (March) onwards, Repsol Sport Centre will be introducing a rewards-based behavioral initiative for Sport 
Partners. 

On a trial basis for 2018-19 starting in March 2019, Repsol Sport Centre will be monitoring and reporting infringements of policy 
and safety by individuals within sport groups. In the same way that NSOs/PSOs hold Sport Groups accountable, Repsol Sport 
Centre equally holds Sport Groups, and members, accountable for their behavior within the facility. With the outcome being 
that all sport partners adhere to, and exemplify, the behavioural standards and policies, Repsol Sport Centre expects of all its 
users, the Facility will be introducing a new rewards system.

Should a Sport Partner be able to demonstrate that, within the athletic season (1 September to 31 August), its athletes, staff, 
and officials report zero infringements of policy, procedures and safety; that sport partner will be eligible for a discount off their 
bookings during specific months in the season. To make the goal achievable, the behavior and conduct of Sport Groups will be 
assessed twice per year (February and August). Those Sport Partners with zero infractions will be eligible for a 2.5% discount 
of their next month’s booking i.e. March and September or October (whichever is the first month back in the facility, excluding 
3433 Sport Performance Centre bookings). This discount will only be available twice per year. To be eligible for the discount, 
Sport Partners have to demonstrate that for the preceding months (September to February; and March to end August) they 
have had zero infractions.  Note that this discount only applies to monthly bookings; event bookings are not included in the 
above. 

The types of infringements that would be recorded and considered infringements include, but are not limited to:

TYPE OF INFRINGEMENT/INFRACTIONS EXAMPLES OF INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR
SAFETY Not showering before entering/changing pools
POLICY Inappropriate use of emergency exits
PROCEDURE Abuse of the entry system and exceeding the acceptable levels of 

infractions, e.g. forgetting access cards, swiping your access card for another 
team mate; trying to access prior to the activation time on your card

CODE OF CONDUCT Unauthorized use of facility space
Use of inappropriate language towards staff/other users
Fighting with other users
Damage to any RSC equipment 

Note: Repsol Sport Centre operates a Zero Tolerance policy regarding violence, discrimination and harassment. 

Repsol Sport Centre reserves the right to amend or cease this offer at any time. Should this initiative be successful then Repsol 
Sport Centre may look to formalize this on an ongoing basis. Should it be unsuccessful and infractions continue to occur, then 
measures that are more stringent will be considered. It is our view that a reward-based system is ‘win-win’ for all concerned. 
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Application Process 
Aligned to the aspiration that Sport Groups at the highest level demonstrate that their organization is structured and can 
perform at the highest level, in 2018, Repsol Sport Centre changed the frequency with which Compete (annual); Train (bi-
annual) and Play (quadrennial) partners re-submit applications. 

Rather than overburden Sport Groups in the midst of a training cycle, Repsol Sport Centre will conduct independent audits on 
Compete and Train Sport Groups annually. There will be an expectation that all Sport Partners re-submit a complete application 
every 4 years, from the date of the last submission i.e. 2022 for this cycle. Repsol Sport Centre reserves the right to adjust 
this timeline should there be sufficient data to suggest that Sport Groups are failing to maintain the standards outlined by Club 
Excellence and/or if the Sport Group is not in good standing. 

Of note, and going forward, the application requirements will be:

} Sport Groups are responsible for submitting their reapplication within the published timelines in order to receive the 
benefits for the next cycle.

} Applications forms will be available through the Repsol Sport Centre website.

} Application notifications will be sent out by RSC in November of each year to current Sport Groups that are required to 
reapply. The deadline for those applications will be March of the following year.

} The responsibility for application rests solely with the Sport Partner. RSC will not accept applications that are 
submitted after the communicated deadline. Partially completed applications will not be accepted.

} Adjudication of the applications will take place in April with communications sent out in June of each year. 

} Benefits or other changes, once approved, would go into effect September 1st of each year. 

} Renewals will entail a demonstration, via interview and/or presentation, that the sport group is continuing to maintain 
the standards expected of the COMPETE/TRAIN level.

The timing of Sport Partner re-application and audit is outlined in the table below:

STATUS APPLICATION AUDIT SPACE ALLOCATION
COMPETE Quadrennial  

(4 years)
Annual Audit } Available up to 4 seasons if criteria are maintained or advanced

} Allocation will be established on an auto-renewal basis unless 
otherwise notified

TRAIN Quadrennial  
(4 years)

Annual Audit } Available up to 2 seasons if criteria are maintained or advanced
} Allocation will be established on an auto-renewal basis unless 

otherwise notified

PLAY Quadrennial  
(4 years)

Annual Audit  
(as required)

} Available for 1 season if criteria are maintained or advanced

Should it be demonstrated that a Sport Partner is not retaining the standards expected to remain in good standing with Repsol 
Sport Centre, then that Sport Partner risks having its allocation reduced, or even, cancelled, and/or its Sport Partner status 
reduced to the next lowest tier, or even, revoked.

What will an audit entail?
The Sport Department will conduct an annual audit asking Sport Partners to produce and demonstrate that they are continuing 
to uphold the standards expected of a Sport Partner and the tenets of Quality Sport and Club Excellence. Sport Partners can 
expect to be asked for a selection of documents that should be readily available and accessible to all clubs. For example, RSC 
may ask a Sport Partner for a copy of their Yearly Training Plan, a list of carded athletes, demonstration that all coaches have 
retained their NCCP status, continue to be in good standing with the NSO/PSO.
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Wishing to change Sport Partner Levels?
Sport Partners applying to move up/down a level must submit a full application and enclose all documentation commensurate 
with their Club Excellence Level, at the time of application. For example, if one sport group is a Level 1 certified club aspiring 
to move from Train to Compete, then Repsol Sport Centre expects that Sport Group to attach the Level 1 Club Excellence 
documentation with a completed Sport Partner Application. As space is allocated, for the most part, at the onset of the 
quadrennial, any sport partner wishing to change Sport Partner Levels may or may not have the opportunity to take advantage 
of additional space or change training times, unless another sport partner relinquishes availability. 

The checklist for Affiliate Level is in Appendix 2 and the Level 1 checklist is in Appendix 3. 

Aspiring Sport Partners
RSC will determine annually if it is feasible to open up application to aspiring Sport Partners. 

Aspiring sport partners, applying for the first time, must demonstrate that they have met, through submission of 
documentation, the standards required by Club Excellence, either Affiliate or Level 1.

Club Excellence 
The aim of the Sport Partner application is to reward those sport groups that aspire, attain and maintain the highest standards 
in Quality Sport and the standards set out by Club Excellence. Repsol Sport Centre appreciates the amount of work that 
goes into preparing and submitting a Club Excellence Application, and the Sport Department appreciates the high standards 
to which the respective NSOs and PSOs hold our sport groups, in order to maintain the standards and to ensure the safety 
of our athletes and coaches. Thus, Repsol Sport Centre expects each Sport Group to independently uphold and maintain the 
standards of their respective Club Excellence level. Failure to do so could result in the Sport Partner status being reviewed.
For those groups that currently are not designated Sport Partners, but are looking to be considered as, and apply to become, a 
sport partner:

} Applications will only be accepted from February to March each year, and/or when space becomes available. 

} Sport Groups are responsible for submitting their application within the timelines in order to receive the benefits for the 
next cycle.

} Sports groups are responsible for submitting competed applications on time. Partial applications will not be accepted.

} Adjudication of the applications will take place in April with communications sent out in June of each year.

} All requests must be approved by Repsol Sport Centre and the Lindsay Park Sport Society (LPSS) Board of Directors.

} Applicants who do not meet the Sport Partner Play, Train or Compete status levels will be placed into the commercial 
category.

} Should an new applicant be successful at obtaining the Sport Partner Play, Train or Compete status, and there is no 
space available that suits their requirements, Repsol Sport Centre will keep the application on file and contact 
that Sport Group when space becomes available, and in accordance with their allocated sport partner status level.

New applications may be asked to demonstrate via a presentation that they have met the requirements and standards of the 
level for which they are applying.
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Sport Partner Criteria Guiding Principles
The following table indicates the minimum criteria requirements of each level. Compliance with the minimum requirements does 
not immediately convey that the Sport Group will be awarded a certain level. All supporting documentation will be reviewed by 
the Adjudication Committee and will influence the final placement. The expectation will be that a Sport Group will provide clear 
demonstration of compliance with the standards for the level that is being applied.  Any submission by a Sport Group will be 
assessed for content and structure, with said content being assessed for plagiarism.  The Adjudication Committee will ensure 
proper placement within each level is achieved.  

LEVEL CRITERIA
Primary 
Purpose &  
LTAD stages

Recognized by 
Sport Canada

Recognized by 
the Olympic 
or Paralympic 
Games

Yearly Training 
Plan (YTP)

Integrated 
Support Team 
(IST)

Club Excellence 
(CE) Level

COMPETE Skill refinement 
for Olympic 
Pathway Events 
LTAD 4, 5, 6.

Additional 
recognition for 
sport groups 
who serve 
stages 2, 3 & 7.

Required Required Fully 
established, 
implemented 
and used for a 
minimum of 2 
years, showing 
appropriate 
changes each 
year. YTP is 
aligned to NSO 
LTAD strategy.

Reflected in 
the YTP, fully 
established, 
implemented 
and used by the 
sport group for 
a minimum of 2 
years.

CE Level 
1 certified 
(Appendix 3)

TRAIN Athlete 
Development 
Training LTAD 3, 
4, 5. Additional 
recognition for 
sport groups 
who serve 
stages 2 & 7.

Required Required Fully or partially 
established, 
implemented 
and used for a 
minimum of 2 
years, showing 
appropriate 
changes each 
year. YTP is 
aligned to NSO 
LTAD strategy.

May be 
reflected in 
the YTP, fully 
or partially 
established and 
implemented by 
the sport group 
for a minimum 
of 2 years

CE Affiliate or 
Level 1 standard 
(Appendices 
2 and 3 
respectively)

PLAY Group play/
recreational 
LTAD 1, 2, 3,7.

No, but must 
have an 
overarching 
governing body

Not a 
requirement

May be in place 
or may not be in 
place.

May be in place 
or may not be in 
place.

As per CE 
Affiliate standard 
checklist 
(Appendix 2)
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Sport Partner Benefits

Compete
Rates }	Please see enclosed rate charts on page 11, which are subject to change.
  }	50% off non-peak aquatic space for national level athletes.

Application and Term } Annual audit and application every 4-years and compliance  confirmation   
   requirements

Storage } Max 2 units where available.

Priority for New Space } After allocating space to RSC’s programs, COMPETE partners will receive a  
   level of prioritization over other sport partners, but not to the extent that  
   TRAIN and PLAY partners are unreasonably appropriated space**.

 
Event application } If a conflict between two event requests exists, priority would follow our  
   guidelines for the type of event, for example, international has priority, then  
   COMPETE, then TRAIN, then PLAY and then external group.

Training during events } 1st priority given to RSC programs. COMPETE partners will receive training  
   space allocation, subject to availability, on the provison that other partners’  
   allocation is not unreasonably disadvantaged**.

3433 Services (Integrated Support Team) } All services available.

High Performance Sport Training (HPST) } 1st priority given to RSC’s programs. COMPETE partners will receive a level  
   of prioritization over other sport partners, but not to the extent that TRAIN  
   and PLAY partners could not reasonably access HPST**.

Meeting Rooms } Free for one AGM. All other bookings at current rates.

Space Allocation } Preferred field of play location (e.g. lane location) will be met when possible.

Athlete Successes } Complementary promotion of athlete successes at competitions.

Aquatic Scoreboard Usage } Complementary usage of up to 45 seconds of video per month or up to 3  
   static slides per month – maximum of 6 months.

Capital Upgrades } Sports with COMPETE status will have priority for capital enhancements.

Certifications } Primary coaching staff will have access to CPR training certifications for  
   $50/pp for Recertification or $60/pp for Full Certification.
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Train
Rates }	Please see enclosed rate charts on page 11, which are subject to change.

Application and Term } Annual audit and application every 4-years and compliance  confirmation   
   requirements

Storage } Max 1 unit where available.

Priority for New Space } TRAIN partners will receive a level of prioritization, but not to the extent that  
   PLAY partners are unreasonably appropriated space**.

 
Event application } N/A

Training during events } 1st priority given to RSC programs. TRAIN partners may receive training space  
   allocation, subject to availability, on the provison that other partners’ allocation  
   is not unreasonably disadvantaged**.

3433 Services (Integrated Support Team) } All services available

High Performance Sport Training (HPST) } TRAIN status may convey with it a level of prioritization over other sport  
   partners, but not to the extent that PLAY partners cannot reasonably  
   access HPST**.

Meeting Rooms } Current rates.

Space Allocation } N/A

Athlete Successes } Complementary promotion of athlete successes at competitions.

Aquatic Scoreboard Usage } Complementary usage of up to 30 seconds of video per month or up to 2  
   static slides per month – maximum of 4 months

Capital Upgrades } 2nd priority to Compete groups.

Certifications } Primary coaching staff will have access to CPR training certifications for  
   $50/pp for Recertification or $60/pp for Full Certification.
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Play
Rates }	Please see enclosed rate charts on page 11, which are subject to change.

Application and Term } Application every 4-years and compliance  confirmation requirements

Storage } N/A

Priority for New Space } N/A
 

Event application } N/A

Training during events } 1st priority given to RSC. PLAY partners may receive training space allocation, 
   subject to availability, on the proviso that other partners’ allocation is not  
   unreasonably disadvantaged**.

3433 Services (Integrated Support Team) } All services available.

High Performance Sport Training (HPST) } As available.

Meeting Rooms } Current rates.

Space Allocation } N/A

Athlete Successes } Complementary promotion of athlete successes at competitions.

Aquatic Scoreboard Usage } Complementary usage of up to 1 static slide per month or 15 sec of video –  
   maximum of 2 months 

Capital Upgrades } N/A

Certifications } Primary coaching staff will have access to CPR training certifications for  
   $50/pp for Recertification or $60/pp for Full Certification.

Commercial
Rates }	Please see enclosed rate charts on page 11, which are subject to change.

Storage } Not available.

Priority for New Space } Commercial space allocation will typically follow Sport Partner space allocation

3433 Services (Integrated Support Team) } All services available.

High Performance Sport Training (HPST) } 4th priority (commercial rates only)

Meeting Rooms } Current rates.

An additional benefit to qualifying as a COMPETE partner, that RSC is introducing from 2018 onwards, means that those Sport Groups, looking for aquatic space, will be 
able to apply for space at 50% of their usual COMPETE rate for non-peak times for their athletes currently representing Canada nationally.
*Season is defined as September to June. **RSC Sport Services will determine what is deemed to be a reasonable allocation of space and services.

Notes: 
1. All rates are subject to change at the discretion of RSC.
2. Athlete’s Lounge available for all Sport Partner’s athletes at permitted times.
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Facility Booking Rate Chart 2018-2019
Effective September 1, 2018 to August 31, 2019. Subject to change.

FACILITY AREA COMPETE
RATE

TRAIN
RATE

PLAY
RATE

COMMERICIAL
RATE

EVENT
RATE

25m Pool $93.10 $98.50 $102.50 $188.50 $147.25
1 Lane 25M $11.75 $12.50 $13.00 $23.50 $18.50
50m Pool (2 x 25m price) $186.40 $196.90 $205.00 $376.90 $294.25
1 lane 50M $23.20 $24.80 $25.75 $47.20 $37.00
Dive Tank $78.00 $84.50 $88.50 $168.90 $132.00
3/4 Dive Tank $58.65 $63.50 $66.60 $126.50 N/A
1/2 Dive Tank $39.00 $42.10 $44.40 $84.50 $66.00
1/4 Dive Tank $19.65 $21.20 $22.20 N/A N/A
1/4 Dive Tank (Synchro) * $10.20 $10.80 $11.80 $21.50 N/A
Teach pool $71.40 $66.90 $69.90 $133.70 $90.25
1/2 Teach Pool $31.10 $33.50 $35.00 $66.90 $44.75
Gymnasium $69.90 $75.50 $79.90 $135.70 $113.25
1/2 Gymnasium $35.00 $37.80 $39.80 $67.90 $56.50
Track (4-lane) $73.95 $79.40 $83.40 $146.40 $118.25
1/2 Track (2-lane) $36.50 $39.60 $41.60 $73.20 $59.25

* 1/4 Dive Tank Syncho does require an agreement to be signed if the space is coshared with Diving.

AUXILIARY ROOMS COMPETE
RATE

TRAIN
RATE

PLAY
RATE

COMMERICIAL
RATE

EVENT
RATE

Cycling Studio* $44.40 $47.70 $49.80  $69.40  $68.00 
HPST (Hourly) $59.00 $62.30 $65.30  $124.20  $91.25 
HPST (Monthly)** $393.50 $414.20 $434.80  N/A  N/A 
Multi-Purpose Studio (I or II) $47.70 $50.50 $52.80 $77.80 $76.25
Strength & Balance Studio* $57.40 $60.70 $63.30  $93.10  $91.25 
Strength & Balance Studio -  
HOT YOGA*

$114.00 $124.40 $134.70  $155.30  $152.25 

* Can be booked with a Repsol Sport Centre employee only 
** Monthly fee for Sport Partner to access both dryland and aquatic deck training zones

MEETING ROOMS COMPETE/
TRAIN

HOURLY RATE

COMPETE/
TRAIN

DAILY RATE

PLAY/ 
COMMERCIAL
HOURLY RATE

PLAY/ 
COMMERCIAL

DAILY RATE

EVENT
RATE

HOURLY DAILY

Learning Room $44.70 $268.30 $49.80 $298.10 $48.75 $292.25
Athletes Lounge $44.70 $268.30 $49.80 $298.10 $48.75 $292.25
Riverview Room $64.30 $385.90 $71.40 $428.70 $70.00 $420.25
Parkview Room $44.70 $268.30 $49.80 $298.10 $48.75 $292.25
Foundation Lounge $214.20 $1,286.00 $238.20 $1,428.80 $233.50 $1,400.75

 * Compete level will also get 1 AGM free 
* Daily must be booked for 6 hours or more 

}	25% off sanctioned national events or higher where Repsol Sport Centre is partnered  
  from the Start of the bid process
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Appendix 1 - The Sport Partner Application Form
All content, supporting documentation and structure will be reviewed by the Adjudication Committee to ensure proper 
Level and Order placement is achieved. The wording of the questions may have changed from previous years’ questions, 
as this document is continually reviewed and updated. Any material and information supplied to us as part of this 
application will be treated with the utmost confidence and security and will not be shared by RSC.

This is the application for adjudication for Sport Partner Status (PLAY, TRAIN, COMPETE). In order to qualify for the adjudication 
process, Sport Groups must fill out the following application form:

Club Name:    Contact Number: 
Email Address:    Submission Date:                                              

Have you read all the supporting documentation in pages 1-9 of this document?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No

What Repsol Sport Partner Level Criteria are you applying for?  Select one:      ¨  Compete     ¨  Train     ¨  Play    ¨  Commercial

Are you applying for a change in Sport Partner Status? If so, what is the change (either move up or move down), and why do 
you believe you are eligible to be considered for a change?

Repsol Sport Centre Specific Questions

1. The Sport Group satisfies local resident qualifications with more than 75% of its members residing within the City of  
 Calgary (please attach supporting documentation)?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No 

 Comments:  

  

2. The Sport Group is offering a program or service Repsol Sport Centre offers?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No 

 Comments:  

 

3. The Sport Group meets or exceeds Repsol Sport Centre’s Code of Conduct and is in good standing?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No

4. Provide a list of all coaches who work at Repsol Sport Centre. Please also include their equivalent NCCP numbers and   
 Certifications.  

 

5. Is RSC the primary home for the Sport Group?      ¨  Yes     ¨  No

6. Provide evidence, through submission of valid certificates, that all of your coaches’ First Aid Certificates are current. 
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7. Provide evidence that the club has a certificate of insurance for all participants, programs and activities, equipment, staff  
 and volunteers to train, compete, play at Repsol Sport Centre.   

8. Provide valid copies of police checks for coaches within your sport group.  

9. What benefit do you bring to Repsol Sport Centre? E.g. running camps, clinics, etc.

Recognized by Sport Canada

10. The Sport Group has a provincially recognized sport-governing body.      ¨  Yes     ¨  No

Recognized by the Olympic or Paralympic Games

11. The Sport Group's Sport is part of the Olympics or Paralympics.    ¨  Yes     ¨  No

 If no, is it a demonstration sport?    ¨  Yes     ¨  No

Primary Purpose of the Sport Group and Target LTAD Stages

12. The Sport Group’s purpose is primarily recreational or primarily game play only?      ¨  Yes     ¨  No  
 If yes, go to question 19.

13. For which stages of the LTAD framework is the Sport Group established? 

  

14. Demonstrate that your programs and services are progressive and challenging, if applicable for a LTAD stage.  
 Examples include:

	 }	 Show how participants are learning new things and building upon their existing skills
	 }	 Show how the program has options to make an activity more or less challenging
	 }	 Showing how participants get to play different positions and/or try different events 
	 }	Coaches emphasize skill development over winning. 
 

15. How many athletes training at Repsol Sport Centre are at each stage of the LTAD?

 a. Stage 1:   

 b. Stage 2:   

 c. Stage 3:   

 d. Stage 4:   

 e. Stage 5:   

 f. Stage 6:   

 g. Stage 7:   
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16. Does your club have any athletes, who are representing Canada internationally, recognized by Sport Canada and/or CSI,  
 that are training:

 a. Full-time at Repsol Sport Centre?      ¨  Yes     ¨  No 
  If yes, please list the athletes and the number of hours per week spent at RSC
 

 

 b. Part-time at Repsol Sport Centre?      ¨  Yes     ¨  No 
  If yes, please list the athletes and the number of hours per week spent at RSC
 

 

 c. Please list the athletes training at Repsol Sport Centre who have been identified by the PSO and NSO as being  
  on the performance trajectory.   
 

 
 
17. Does the Sport Group currently have coaches that have been hired by the PSO /NSO?   ¨  Yes     ¨  No 
 If so, please provide evidence, names and which organization is hiring them?
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18. What is the highest level of sanctioned competition your athletes will participate in? And how many of your athletes will  
 participate at that level? Please list their names and associated levels. 

 

19. The Sport Group, and its programs, are part of a National Sport Organization Quality Sport program  
 (see the following Sport for Life for details)          ¨  Yes     ¨  No
 
 Please provide evidence, examples of which may include: 
 
 Documentation (such as a letter or paid membership receipt) from the NSO and/or PSO Club included a list of members in  
 good standing submitted by an associate member.
   

20. If yes, please provide the name of the national and/or provincial sport governing body.

 

21. Is your sport group vying for individual or team spots at National Championship (or higher), as recognized by Sport Canada?  
 If so, provide a list of names of athletes that are on that trajectory.

Sport Group's Yearly Training Plan (YTP)

22. The Sport Group has a formal Yearly Training Plan (YTP) aligned to respective NSO LTAD strategy.    ¨  Yes     ¨  No  

  (If NO, go to question 28)

	 }		Please attach the supporting documentation for each group training at Repsol Sport Centre.

	 }	 Please submit a monthly and weekly plan from your YTP.

	 }	 Please supply evidence of coach reflection logs that are aligned to the sample weekly/monthly plans submitted above. 

	 }	 Please provide evidence/ results of any test plans outlined in your YTP.

23. Is your yearly training plan periodized?      ¨  Yes     ¨  No 

24. Demonstrate how the Yearly Training Plan identifies the competitive schedule and priorities, and how that schedule is  
 aligned to the appropriate stages of the LTAD?    ¨  Yes     ¨  No
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25. How has the Yearly Training Plan changed from the previous year’s plan, and what are the reasons for the changes?  
 Please attach the previous year’s training plan for comparison.
 

26. The Sport Group has established goals that are within their control and annually achieved. Please attach supporting   
 documentation showing the Sport Group’s athlete performance and business goals. Examples: athlete retention, # of   
 retiring/ transitioning athletes, # of athletes moving to Post Secondary Level?

27. The competition plan for each group aligns with the appropriate stages of the LTAD?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No 
 Attach supporting documentation.

Integrated Support Team

28. Does the Sport Group have a formal Integrated Support Team (IST)?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No   
 (If no, you have completed the application)

29. What services are included as part of the IST?

 

30. The Sport Groups Yearly Training Plans clearly identify the services of anIntergrated Support Team  IST?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No

31. The Sport Group’s IST is customized to the age and needs of the training group and includes components of:

 }	 Injury prevention?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No

 }	 Injury Management plans (rehabilitation, return to play)?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No

 }	 Performance services (Mental training, massage therapy, rest and regeneration)?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No

 }	Recovery plan?     ¨  Yes     ¨  No
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Appendix 2 - Club Exellence Check List - Affiliate

AFFILIATE STANDARD REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATE MEMBER SUPPRT
1. Quality Sport Experience The club has available to its members/

participants either a mission, vision and values 
statement, or a true sport declaration.

}     Link to Associate member mission/vision 
and value statement OR

}     Club is listed here:  
https://truesportpur.ca/whos-involved

2. Long-term Athlete  
Development

The club has program descriptions available to 
participants.

} Link to programs programming information 
on website

} Program information distributed to 
parents/participants

3. Athlete Safety The club is compliant with the NSO/PTSO Code 
of Safety or equivalent rules and regulations.

} Evidence that the club has adopted the 
NSO/PTSO code of safety information (or 
equivalent rules and regulations) 

4. Affiliation The club has a provincial and/or national sport 
organization affiliation in good standing.

} Receipt (or confirmation of any kind) of 
up-to-date registration with the NSO/
PTSO

5. Coach Training and  
Certification

The club meets the minimum requirements 
of their NSO/PTSO for qualifications of their 
coaches/instructors.

} Evidence that the clubs coach-hiring 
practices complies with minimum NCCP 
certification requirements (as outlined by 
the NSO/PTSO 

6. Annual Screening The club conducts annual screening of all 
individuals in a position of trust or authority 
consistent with NSO/PTSO guidelines for police 
and vulnerable record checks or stated club 
policy.

} Evidence that the clubs volunteer/
staff recruitment practices complies 
with minimum background screening 
requirements (as outlined by the NSO/
PTSO

7. Policies and Procedures The current club policies and procedures 
(including bylaws & constitutions) have been 
distributed to the Board of Directors (or 
equivalent for a “for profit” club).

} Clubs by-laws/Constitution and policies 
manual or other relevant documents

8. Insurance The club has a certificate of insurance for 
all participants, programs and activities, 
equipment, staff and volunteers.

} Receipt of insurance policy that explicitly 
declares the overage of all participants, 
programs and activities, equipment, staff 
and volunteer.

9. Financial System The club provides financial statements for 
approval at an annual general meeting that have 
been prepared by an approved method directed 
from the club membership. For “for profit” 
organizations, the method in which the financial 
statements are prepared and approved may be 
by the owner or equivalent.

} Relevant documents outlining the process 
for preparing and approving the clubs 
annual financials.

} Evidence that the process used is in 
compliance with a club-approved method 
and/or the clubs by-laws.
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Appendix 2 - Club Exellence Check List - Level 1

STANDARD LEVEL 1 REQUIREMENT 
(REVIEW AND UNDERSTAND THE REQUIREMENT  

TO SATISFY THIS STANDARD)

GAP ANALYSIS 
(REQUIREMENTS MET?)

1.  Program Delivery
     Quality Philosophy

The club consistently offers high quality 
sport programs as demonstrated through a 
statement of quality available to members.

Online declaration to the True Sport Principles

2.  Program Delivery
      LTAD

The club can demonstrate the promotion of the 
following requirements to athletes, parents, 
officials and coaches. 

The club is developing an awareness and 
understanding of the long-term athlete 
development for its members.

Program descriptions based on long-term 
athlete development

3. Program Delivery
     Safety in the  
     Environment/Facility

The club can demonstrate, through a motion 
and approval from the board of directors (or 
for for-profit organizations, an equivalent 
governance structure) that the board has 
reviewed and approved all elements of their 
safety system and practices. 
The elements include at a minimum that 
the following safety requirements are met, 
understood, and reviewed annually by the 
appropriate personnel in the club:

} Risk management protocol and risk 
assessment; 

} The club stipulates its requirements for first 
aid and first responder; 

} The club and/or facility emergency action 
plans; and Policy or procedure for allowing 
athletes to return to play after injury.

Risk assessment of our safety risks or risk 
management plan.

Board approved emergency action plan
Return-to-play protocols for both injury and 
concussion.

4. Program Delivery 
     Accessibility and Inclusion

The club can demonstrate they have a plan to 
enable quality participation in sport.

The club is aware that it may be approached 
by athletes with disabilities beyond the scope 
of their current operations and has a plan to 
address these requests should they occur or a 
referral program to other local clubs who offer 
these services.

Referral program to direct athletes to other 
clubs if you’re unable to meet their unique 
training needs

5. Program Delivery 
     Sport System

The club meets the sport-specific requirements 
of its national sport organization (NSO) and/
or provincial/territorial sport organization (P/
TSO) by; the club has an affiliation with the NSO 
and/or P/TSO.

Affiliation with your sport’s provincial and/or 
national sport organizations 
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6. CoachTraining and  
     Certification

The club can demonstrate it has a process in 
place that has been approved by the club’s 
board (or an equivalent governance structure) 
and/or most senior staff person, to ensure that 
coaches; 

Coaches have taken or are registered for 
National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP) 
training for the teams that they are coaching.
Coaches have access to training within the 
season when they become involved in a 
coaching role.

Tracking system for coach certification 
training records.

Policy addressing the updating of coaches’ 
NCCP certifications.

Orientation/Training program for new 
coaches.

7. Coach Ethical Training The club can demonstrate it has ensured that 
all coaches (assistant/coach/head) in the club 
have completed the module or evaluation for 
the NCCP’s “Make Ethical Decisions” module in 
the appropriate context.

Requirement that coaches complete NCCP 
“Make Ethical Decisions” course during 
training.

8. Coach Athlete Safety The club can demonstrate the following safety 
requirements are understood and reviewed 
at the start of each season by all the club’s 
coaching staff:

}  Risk management protocol;
}  Club and/or facility emergency action plans;     
     and Policy or procedure for allowing athletes  
     to return to play after injury.

Tracking of coach training in risk management, 
emergency action plans, return-to-play 
protocol, etc.

9.  People Management
      People Policies

The club can demonstrate it has a screening 
policy and fully implemented procedure 
that requires a police record check and/
or a vulnerable sector check for all coaches 
(employee or volunteer).   The frequency of 
police check and/or vulnerable sector check for 
coaches must meet the club's policy and can 
be no less than renewal every 3 years after the 
initial police/vulnerable sector check.

Screening policy requiring police records 
checks from the coaching team.

10.  People Management
        Roles and  
        Responsibilities

The following elements are in place to ensure 
the clarity of roles and responsibilities within 
the club; 

The club completes an approved job description 
for all paid staff positions if applicable, and 
board of director positions.

All paid employees/staff, if applicable, (including 
team/coaching staff) who are offered a paid 
position are given a signed contract that 
outlines the terms of employment, and roles 
and responsibilities.

Policy that holds the board (or equivalent 
leadership) accountable for the recruitment of 
senior leadership of the club.

Board approved job descriptions for all paid 
staff and board of director positions.

Signed employment contracts for all paid staff 
position.
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11.  People Management
       Board-Staff  
       Accountability

The most senior staff person, in consultation 
with the board of directors (i.e. governance 
structure), sets and reports annual 
performance objectives.

The board (or an equivalent governance 
structure) is accountable for the recruitment 
and selection of the most senior employees 
(i.e., CEO, Executive Director, Technical Director, 
Head Coach) in the club.

The head coach (i.e.) of the club provides regular 
reports to the board of directors.

Annual performance objectives are set by the 
board/leadership/head coach.

Policy that holds the board (or equivalent 
leadership) accountable for the recruitment of 
senior leadership of the club.

Head coach provides regular updates during 
board/leadership meetings.

12.  People Management
        Recruitment

The club can demonstrate a staff recruitment 
process is documented and managed by the 
board (or an equivalent governance structure), 
its delegate(s) or the most senior staff person.

The club has a recruitment process for all staff 
and coaching positions.

Policy that holds the board (or equivalent 
leadership) accountable for the recruitment of 
senior leadership of the club.

Policy or documented process addressing the 
recruitment process for volunteers, staff, and 
coaches.

13.  People Orientation The club can demonstrate all new Board 
members (or equivalent) understand their 
legal and fiduciary responsibilities, exercise due 
diligence consistent with their duty of care, 
are familiar with the club’s activities and fully 
informed of the financial status of the club.

14. People Performance The club can demonstrate that an annual 
performance assessment is formally conducted 
with each employee.

Annual performance assessments for all club 
employees.

15.  Mission-Vision- 
        Planning

The club has the following documentation that 
has been formally adopted by the membership 
and is reviewed on a regular basis.
The club has a mission statement and a 
set of values that explicitly describe the 
club’s commitment to a high quality of 
developmentally-appropriate programming.

The club’s declaration to the True Sport 
Principles.

Online declaration to the True Sport Principles.
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16.  Board of Directors and                   
        Terms of Composition

The club can demonstrate the BOD (or 
equivalent governance structure):
} Holds at least four meetings per year (not 

including the AGM) at which the agenda is 
not restricted to a specific issue or issues 

} Keeps proper minutes of board meetings, 
general meetings and record of policies that 
are made available to members; and

} Lists the names of its BOD on the club’s 
website and in other public documents.

} The club has established policies and 
procedures relevant to the nomination and 
election of directors (or equivalent), that 
includes:

        }  Terms of reference;
     } Terms of office;
     } Composition of the board, if applicable, 

which is recommended to be no less than 
three (but preferably five or more) directors, 
a majority of whom should be at arm’s 
length to each other, to the most senior 
staff person and/or other management 
staff;

     } Where the majority are not coaches within 
the club; and

     } No employees should serve as a member 
of the board with voting rights.

BOD  holds 4 or more meetings per year, not 
including the AGM.

Minutes for both BOD/leadership and general 
meetings are kept and made avail. to club 
members.

Record of all club policies exists and is made 
avail. to club members.

Listing of BOD or leadership group available to 
members.

Pol. and procedures addressing the BOD’s 
nomination and election process, terms 
of reference, terms of office and board 
composition.

Board composition and voting policies dictate 
that the majority of board members are 
not coaches with in the club, and that no 
employee serve as a voting member of the 
board.

Thank you for completing the application, and for upholding the high standards to which we all aspire to keep our athletes 
safe, ensure quality sport is delivered across COMPETE, TRAIN and PLAY, and also to ensure that sport continues to be an 
enjoyable and fun experience for all. 

INTERNAL USE ONLY
}	The club is in good standing with Repsol Sport Centre.    ¨  Yes     ¨  No
}	The club and its officials have valid police checks for those working 

with under age individuals.    ¨  Yes     ¨  No
}	The club has a valid certificate of insurance.    ¨  Yes ¨  No
}	The club is in good standing with its NSO/PSO.     ¨  Yes     ¨  No
}	The club has obtained Affiliate Status with Club Excellence.
  ¨  Yes   ¨  No
}	The club has obtained Level 1 certification with Club Excellence.
 ¨  Yes     ¨  No

Comments
Based on the information provided and the adjudication process,  
the club will be awarded the level: 
	 }	Commercial
	 }	Play
	 }	Train
	 }	Compete

Reviewed by:
REPSOL SPORT CENTRE

Name: 

Signature:

Date:

LPSS BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Name:

Signature:

Date:
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